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Abstract
The formation of self-confined beams using pyroelectric effect is numerically and experimentally studied in photorefractive LiNbO$_3$. For a given crystal temperature change, the trapped beam width is shown to be less efficient as intensity is increased. Numerical calculations reveal that the induced refractive-index profile varies along propagation for large intensities due to a nonlinear photovoltaic effect. Moreover, it eventually gives beam splitting for intensities greater than a threshold intensity that depends on LiNbO$_3$ composition.
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1. Introduction
Lithium niobate is one of the most widely used materials in the photonic industry. It features electro-optic effect, piezoelectricity and strong nonlinear coefficients that are useful for the realization of optical devices such as modulators, acousto-optic components or guided wavelength converter [1-3]. Photorefractive (PR) effect is also a key property of LiNbO$_3$ [4]. It is also usually related to optical damages because intense visible light induces an inhomogeneous refractive-index change that can seriously disturb the propagation, leading to defocussing or beam distortion [4]. However PR effect can also be very useful for holographic applications such as wavelength filters, diffractive-optical elements or real time holography [5-7]. It also led to the observation of dark and bright spatial solitons [8, 9] with promising applications [10]. The latter is especially appealing as it enables optically induced 3-D photonics circuits inside a bulk crystal. To achieve this, a strong external electric field, typically few tens of kV/cm, is applied to overtake the intrinsic defocusing photovoltaic (PV) effect in order to have a focusing nonlinearity [9]. Although countering the diffraction in a bulk material seems very appealing, the need for such a strong external field is inconvenient practically. Recently, it was reported that this drawback could be overcome using the internal pyroelectric field. A self-focused beam, named pyroliton, was successfully obtained [11].

In this paper, we further investigate this pyroelectric self-trapping method. First, we focus on the self-focusing process in the high intensity regime for congruent and stoichiometric LiNbO$_3$ samples. We then compare our results to 3-D numerical computations and discuss the "solitonic" nature of the beam propagation. Then we show that similarly to the external-field case, a beam splitting is observed above a certain threshold. Finally, this splitting behavior is studied both theoretically and experimentally.
2. Intensity pyroelectric self-focusing dependence

In order to investigate the self-focusing process with respect to intensity, we use a continuous wave visible laser source at 532nm whose beam is focused to a typical 12µm Full-Width Half Maximum (FWHM) (Fig. 1a) at the input of either undoped photonic-grade congruent (CLN) or stoichiometric (SLN) LiNbO$_3$ z-cut wafers. The samples dimensions are 8x20x0.5 mm$^3$ along X, Y and Z crystallographic axis, respectively. The power and polarization are tuned thanks to a polarizer and a half-wave plate. The beam propagates perpendicular to the crystal c-axis (Z-axis) over 20 mm in the crystal. Using microscope objectives and lenses, both crystal input and output faces can be imaged on a CCD camera (see Figure 1). The crystal temperature is controlled and stabilized by a Peltier cell.

The average beam intensity at the entrance of the crystal can be tuned from 0.2 MW/m² to 5.5 MW/m². Initially, the beam experiences natural diffraction (Fig. 1b). Because of photorefractive effect, free charges are efficiently photo-generated from deep donor center and, simultaneously, a photovoltaic current appears along c-axis in the illuminated area. These displaced charges then recombine on acceptor centers to form a local space-charge field $E_{sc}$ whose amplitude can reach the photovoltaic field $E_{ph}$. $E_{sc}$ induces a refractive-index change by electro-optic effect that tends to defocus the beam, leading to the so-called optical damage. However, if the LiNbO$_3$ crystal is subject to a temperature increase $\Delta T$, a constant internal pyroelectric field $\Delta E_{py}$ appears along the c-axis.

$$\Delta E_{py} = -\frac{1}{\varepsilon} p \Delta T.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

with $p=\partial P_s/\partial T$ being the pyroelectric coefficient that characterizes the LiNbO$_3$ spontaneous polarization variation $P_s$ as a function of temperature and $\varepsilon$ is the static dielectric constant of the medium. $\Delta E_{py}$ gives a drift current that opposes to the photovoltaic current. As a consequence, if $\Delta E_{py} > E_{ph}$, the space charge field $E_{sc}$ can change sign and the refractive-index modulation can now gives a focusing effect in the illuminated region. This phenomenon can lead to efficient beam self-trapping as shown in (Figs. 1c and 1d). We note that in all our experiments, the samples are illuminated only when their temperature is increased and stabilized. The temperature of the samples is homogenous and any pressure is applied to the samples.
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In order to monitor the dynamic of the self-focusing, all the measurements are automated. A computer-controlled CCD camera records the beam evolution at the exit face of the crystal and measures the focussing beam FWHM in both vertical (along c-axis) and horizontal directions. The minimum reached size is thus easily detected. The experiment is repeated for different beam power. The beam FWHM at optimum confinement versus intensity is plotted.
in figure 2(a), for intensities varying between 0.2 MW/m² and 5 MW/m². Beam width is observed to widen gradually as intensity is increased.

One-center photorefractive model predicts that self-trapped beams reach a minimum diameter that is independent of light power [12] for a given nonlinear strength. This is in contradiction with the experimental behaviour described in fig. 2a. To better explain the photorefractive effect in LiNbO₃, Jermann et al. introduced the influence of a second active deep center [13]. In LiNbO₃, deep centers can be iron and polarons. According to this photorefractive two-center model, we implemented a numerical program to solve the nonlinear beam propagation in biased LiNbO₃ [14]. In this time dependent model, both iron impurities and polarons were considered as photoactive centers and the three spatial components of the space charge field were calculated. The model from ref. [14] has been modified to take into account the pyroelectric effect. A straightforward solution is to substitute the applied field with the pyroelectric field \( \Delta E_{py} \). Indeed \( \Delta E_{py} \) is screened under local illumination and can be considered invariant over the duration of the self-trapping experiments, as for self-trapping with applied field. The measured values of pyroelectric coefficients are \( p = -10 \times 10^{-5} \text{Cm}^{-2} \text{K}^{-1} \) for congruent LiNbO₃ (CLN) composition and \( p = -9 \times 10^{-5} \text{Cm}^{-2} \text{K}^{-1} \) for stoichiometric LiNbO₃ (SLN) composition [15-17]. The calculated output beam FWHM for different input intensities reported in Figure 2b shows good agreement with experimental results (Fig. 2a). \( I_N \) is the beam intensity normalized to dark irradiance intensity \( I_d \), \( I_N = I/I_d \).

Fig. 2. Evolution of self-trapped beam FWHM at the exit face of 20mm long congruent LiNbO₃ crystal versus launched light intensity. Beam width along c-axis FWHM₂ (stars) and in the perpendicular direction FWHM₃ (circles) for both, experiments (a) and numerical calculations (b). Parameters: Extraordinary polarisation, input spot FWHM=12µm, λ=532 nm and ΔT=10°C.

One can see that for low power, the output beam is smaller and shows a better confinement than in the high power regime. Light distribution evolution observed at the exit face is evidently dictated by refractive index changes that occur inside the crystal. The numerical model reveals these features, which are challenging to measure experimentally. In addition, numerical results show some key phenomena that are crucial to have a good physical insight of the process.
The refractive index distribution photo-induced inside the medium by a beam of similar size than the experimental one reveals tremendous differences depending on the launched light power (Fig. 3). Parameters are chosen to obtain beam self-trapping giving rise to spatial soliton formation at low input intensity (figs. 3a, b). Injected beam profile is indeed observed to evolve to an almost invariant profile after a short propagation distance. At such a low intensity the photovoltaic field $E_{ph}$ is due to a single deep center [14]. In this case, the defocusing field $E_{ph}$ is weaker than the chosen focusing pyroelectric field $DE_{py}$ and, as a consequence, the space charge field amplitude $E_{sc}$ induces a higher refractive index in the
illuminated area, which leads to self-focusing. Nonetheless, at higher power (figs. 3c, d), a second deep center comes into play and the PV field $E_{ph}$ increases [14]. The photovoltaic field amplitude $E_{ph}$ gets closer to the amplitude of the pyroelectric field $E_{py}$ and can even exceed its value at locations where intensity is the highest. The refractive index variation can thus switch sign, as seen, in figure 3d where a defocusing zone surrounded by higher refractive index regions is clearly present at the entrance of the crystal. Such an index profile tends to defocus the beam that lowers its intensity and, as a consequence, a weak focusing state can be reached again after some distance. Such a phenomenon becomes more dramatic as launched beam power is increased. It explains the physics underlying the self-trapped output beam diameter increase versus intensity depicted in figure 2. Simulations from figure 3c-d also show that a similar beam size at the output and input faces does not guarantee formation of a spatial soliton. In particular, high power beams are subject to large change of their transverse profile while propagating inside the medium. Note that the beam behavior with respect to intensity shows good agreement with our two-center PR model with pyroelectric effect. For even stronger power, beam splitting is expected to occur as depicted in the last simulation (fig. 3e-f). In such a case, the light is repelled from the central part and splits in two separate spots located along $z$ (c-axis).
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**Fig. 4.** Experimental observation of beam splitting dynamic in a stoichiometric LiNbO$_3$ sample at high power regime $I=1.1$ MW/m$^2$, $\lambda=532$ nm, $L=20$mm, $\Delta T=10^\circ$C, extraordinary polarisation and input spot FWHM=12µm.

Beam splitting is indeed observed experimentally when launched average intensity exceeds the threshold intensity $I_{th}$ that depends on crystal composition. Figure 4 illustrates the observed dynamic in a SLN sample at an intensity of 0.1 MW/m$^2$. First sign of beam splitting consists in a dark area that appears in the center of the diffracted beam (fig. 4b). The two brighter parts then slowly evolves into confined spots at the output of the crystal (fig. 4d). Very similar behavior is observed in CLN samples except that the threshold intensity is about 3 orders of magnitude higher ($I_{th}=10$ MW/m$^2$) than in SLN samples. In both cases, the two focalized spots have dimensions similar to the single spot obtained at low intensity. Moreover, the two spots possess different power and they are not aligned with the z-axis contrary to the prediction of the numerical calculations. These two differences may be explained by photorefractive charge saturation that forms an asymmetric index variation [18] and by an additional photovoltaic component that tilts the splitting beam [19]. These features were not taken into account in our numerical computation, which explains the discrepancies.

3. Photovoltaic field evolution in congruent and stoichiometric lithium niobate

To further characterize this behavior, experiments have been repeated at various intensities below and above $I_{th}$. When beam self-focuses to a single spot, beam size at FWHM $\Delta x$ is measured along c-axis, while beam splitting is characterized by the distance d between the two spots. From $\Delta x$ measurements we can deduce an evaluation of the photovoltaic field amplitude $E_{ph}$ using the relation [20]:
\[ E_{\text{ph}} = \Delta E_{\text{py}} \left( \frac{\lambda}{2n^2\Delta x \sqrt{r_{\text{eff}}}} \right)^2 \]  

where \( r_{\text{eff}} \) and \( n \) are respectively electro optic coefficient (\( r_{\text{eff}} = r_{33} \)) and the average refractive index (\( n=n_e \)), for extraordinary polarisation. The results are depicted in figure 5. As reported before, the photovoltaic field amplitude \( E_{\text{ph}} \) increases gradually for intensities below the splitting threshold \( I_{\text{th}} \). From measurements in Fig. 5a, \( E_{\text{ph}} \) is 15kV/cm greater in the SLN crystal than in CLN at low intensity. When the intensity approaches \( I_{\text{th}} \), an abrupt change in behavior is observed. \( I_{\text{th}} \) is evaluated to 0.1 MW/m\(^2\) and 10 MW/m\(^2\) in stoichiometric and congruent LiNbO\(_3\), respectively. For the temperature \( \Delta T = 10^\circ\text{C} \) used in these experiments, \( \Delta E_{\text{py}} \) value is estimated to 40kV/cm according to equation 1. From the above developed physical understanding, the splitting occurs when \( E_{\text{ph}} \) exceeds this value. This behavior is also observed in our numerical computations where a stronger input power produces a stronger photovoltaic effect, which tends to split more efficiently the beam. Above \( I_{\text{th}} \), the distance between the two splitted parts is found to increase with intensity as shown in figure 5b. For even higher intensities (not shown), splitting of the beam in more than two spots is observed experimentally. Note that if a higher temperature (\( \Delta T = 20^\circ\text{C} \)) is set, beam splitting can be avoided for the whole intensity range. This later situation corresponds to a pyroelectric field that stays higher than the photovoltaic field at any intensity.

Fig. 5. Photovoltaic field evolution versus intensity inferred from experimental pyroelectric self-focusing experiments (a) and measured distance between spots when beam splitting has occurred (b) in CLN (circles) and SLN crystals (squares).

For the purpose of beam self-trapping, the tested CLN crystal is found to be a good candidate with a wider range of usable intensities and a consequently faster photorefractive response at low temperature changes. This behavior may be explained if we consider that the photorefractive effect in CLN is due to a dominant single deep center. Presence of a second deep center of a very low concentration induces a significant nonlinearity for the photovoltaic effect only at very high intensity values. In SLN samples the two centers appear to be of similar concentrations to give a low threshold intensity \( I_{\text{th}} \). In both samples, deep centers may be iron and polarons [21]. Iron is a common photorefractive center that has also been reported to give high PV field values in SLN [22]. Polaron consists of niobium ions occupying vacant lithium sites. Since SLN is nearly free from lithium vacant sites, polarons density should be
much lower in SLN than in CLN. However, other species such as niobium ions in niobium sites could also participate to the photorefractive process [23].

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have reported the investigation of pyroelectric assisted self-focusing in CLN and SLN. The self-focussing behavior is clearly dependent on the input intensity. For a moderate crystal temperature raise of 10°C, experimental results along with numerical simulations show that spatial soliton can only form at low beam power. As intensity is increased, observation at the output face show that trapped beam enlarges. Above a threshold intensity $I_{th}$ that depends on crystal composition, beam splitting is observed. 3-D computations reveal that this behavior is consistent with a nonlinear dependence of the photovoltaic current. The investigation of the splitting shows that for the crystal tested in the study, $I_{th}$ is 100 times smaller in stoichiometric than in congruent samples. This study paves the way to fabrication of 3-D photonic circuits.
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